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A BETTER ASSESSMENT OF VARIABILITY OF QUALITATIVE CHARACTERS
NEMAID
FOR THE COMPUTER IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM
Renaud Fortuner*
The computer program NEMAID helps with the
identification of nematodes by providingan estimate of
the similarity between a sample to be identified and al1
thespecies in a genus. This estimate
is obtainedby
matching each characteras it appears in the sample and
in each successive species, and scoring the match from
zero (characters dissimilar) to one (characters identical).
Scores of al1 the characters are averaged for the final
coefficient of general similarity.
Measurements are considered to be identical (score
S = 1) as long as the sample mean 2,,,
differs from the
species mean 25 by less than a value c, which is the
intraspecificvariability
of themeasurementin
the
genus. If R is therange of specificvalues of the
measurement in the genus, the score S is equal to :

compared
species
ato with
variable
qualitative
characters.
Professor Sneath has suggested(in litt.) the useof the
method of Lapage et al. (1973) recently reviewed by
Willcox, LapageandHolmes
(1980),developed for
computer assistedbacterialidentification.Withthis
method,eachcharacterstate
is representedforeach
species by the percentage of populations of the species
where this state has been observed.
Individuals with a Y-fusion have been observed in
eleven samples (92 "O),
and with a U-fusion in seven
"O),
out of twelve large
samples
of
samples
(58
H. pseudorobustus studied by Fortuner, Maggenti and
Whittaker (1984). In another
species,
H. dihysteru
(Cobb) Sher, the inner line fusion pattern
is not variable
and al1 samples have 100 O/O individuals with a Y-fusion
(Fortuner,Merny
& Roux,1981).
InTable 2, for
Willcox's method,the
100 O/O and O O/o valuesare
representedrespectively by 0.99 and 0.01 " because
The intraspecific
variability
of the
qualitative
bacterial strains are susceptible to variation and one can
characters is takenintoconsiderationbycodingand
not be sure that every strain in a particular t a o n will
scoringindependentlyeachstate
of thesecharacters.
"
foraspecifictest
Intermediate state scores are averaged to obtain the final always be positiveornegative
(Stevens, 1980).
score of the character
(Fortuner,
1983;
Fortuner
& Wong, 1984).
Table 1
For example, somepopulations of HeZicotylenchus
NEMAID identification score.
pseudorobustus (Steiner)Goldenhave
al1 individuals
with a Y-shapedfusion of inner lateral field lines tail,
on
Final
Character Sample H. pseudo- Intermediate
while inotherpopulations,somespecimenshavea
codes
robustusscore score
States
Y-shaped fusionandothers
haveaU-shapedfusion
(Fortuner,
Maggenti
& Whittaker, 1984). T h e
codes
composite
description
of this species, including
variabilityobserved in al1 itspopulations, is coded 1
1
1
Y-junction 1
(present) for stateY and also 1 for stateU, because both
0
('
-= O)
0.50
1
U-junction O
States are present.
2
Let's
compare
non
avariable
population
of
H. pseudorobustus (i.e., with al1 specimens Y-shaped) to
the composite description of this species. The current
Table 2
program NEMAID scores positive matches (1-1) as 1
Willcox's identification matrix.
and scores mismatches (1-0 or 0-1) as O. The negative
matches (0-0) are neutralized. These intermediate scores
Character
H. pseudorobustus
H. dihystera
are averaged to obtain the final score for the character.
States
The finalscorecalculated
by NEMAID (0.50) is
rather low in spiteof the fact that the sample does belong
0.92
0.99
Y-junction
to H. pseudorobustus. Generally speaking, the method
0.58
0.01
U-junction
above gives anincorrectresultwhenasample
is

'
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We cari now compare the sample used for the first
example (Y-junction positive; U-junction negative) to
the two speciesH. pseudorobustus and H. dihystera. The
Willcox’s method utilizes the score in the identification
matrix if the unknown is positive for a particular state
(here for Y-junction). If the unknown is negative (here
the sample is negative for U-junction), 1.00 minus the
score in the matrix is used. Willcox’s probabilities are
calculated as follows :
- with H. pseudorobustus
:
0.92 x (1.00 - 0.58) = 0.3864
- with H. dihystera :0.99 x (1.00 - 0.01) = 0.9801
These scoresindicate that the unknown is closer to
H. dihystera
than to H. pseudorobustus.
Actually,
becauseH. pseudorobustus is variable for the inner line
fusion pattem, some populations of this species are
100 “0 Y-positive. The unknown, which is also 100 “/a
Y-positive, should have received as high a score with
H. pseudorobustus
as with H. dihystera.
Willcox’s method cannot take into proper account the
variability of somequalitative characters in nematodes.
‘Ihe percentages of specimens positive for each
character state could be averaged accross the
populations observed for each species.The mean m and
standard deviation s.d. of the distribution of these
percentages could be calculated. The intraspecific
variability of the characters could be taken into account
by accepting a sampleassimilar to the speciesonly when
the percentageof positive specimensfor the samplefalls
within an interval +i2 s.d. centered on the mean
percentage m.
Such a method would assumethat the percentagesof
positive specimensin various populations of a species
are normally distributed. Normality
of such
distributions have been tested (Tab. 3) in H.
pseudorobustus for the fusion of inner lateral field lines,
and in H. dihystera for tail shape (type-3 tails). It is
evident from Table 3 that the percentages are not
normally distributed.
With the identification program NEMAID, a sample
should be scored as similar to a speciesfor a character
state if the percentage of positive specimensfor this state
in the sampleis within the range of percentagesobserved
in various populations that belong to this species.In the

example used above, a sample with 100 o/oY-positive
specimens should be scored as similar (S = 1) to
H. pseudorobustus
for this character, becausesome at
least of the populations of H. pseudorobustus are 100 O/n
Y-positive. In this case, becausemean = 59.5 % and
standard deviation = 47.4 % among various populations
of H. pseudorobustus (Tab. 3), use of a weighted average
(mean + /-- 2 st. dev.) would provide the desired result.
However in other instances,weighted averageswould be
erroneous. Type-3 shape in H. dihystera has mean
= 38.3 % and standard deviation = 30.7 O/O (Tab. 3).
Sampleswould be considered as similar to H. dihystera
for percentage of positive type-3 tail specimensfalling
within the interval O-99.7 O/O. The true range of observed
percentagesis only O-90 O/O (Tab. 3).
Better practical results are achieved when two
parameters R and c are calculated for each species.R is
the mid-range of the various percentages observed in
several populations of the species,and c is equal to half
the percentage variation. A sample with U % positive
specimensis considered similar to the speciesfor the
character when U falls within the range R +/c.
The algorithms for comparison of qualitative
characters cari be described as follows :
1. For each species, the percentage of positive
specimensfor each character state is recorded in
several populations, and the minimum and
maximum values of these percentages are noted
(for example in H. pseudorobustus, the percentage
of positive Y-junction specimensvaries from 0 to
100 O/O in different populations).
2. Two parameters R (mid percentage range) and c
(half percentage variation) are calculated for each
speciescharacter state with :
R = (Max. percentage + Min. percentage
2
c = (Max. percentage - Min. percentage
2
Table 4 showsthe calculation of R and c for the
inner lines junction in the two speciesfrom the
previous examples.
3. TO compare an unknown samplewith the species,
the percentage of positive individuals in the sample

Table 3
Distribution of percentages
of positive specimens
for two qualitativecharactersin severalIn) populationsof a species.
Character
Y-fusion inner lines
Type-3 tail shape

n

mean

median

mode

st. dev.

range

skew.

Kurt.

10
11

59.50
38.27

86.50
30.00

100.00

47.423
30.723

O-100
O-90

- 0.31
0.49

- 2.00
- 1.25

not
unique
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( U O/o) is calculated for each character state. Then
an intermediate score S is calculated with :
S = 1-(1U-RI-c)

Table 4
Improved identification ma&.
Species

Character Percentage of
state
positive
specimens
Min. Max.

O
H. pseudorobustus Y-junction
O
U-junction
H. dihystera
Y-junction 100100
O
U-junction

100

R

c

100

0.50 0.50
0.50 0.50

O

0.00 0.00

1.00 0.00

Intermediate
scores
are
averaged
for
the
final
character score.
This method can be tested with the sample used in the
previous example. It has U = 100 "/O for Y-junction and
U = O "/O forU-junction. The scorecomputation is
shown on Table 5.
T h e final score (1.00 in both cases) indicates that the
sample is similar to both species for the character.
H. pseudorobustus includes populations with different
values for the character inner lines junction pattern. For
example,thetypepopulationhas
20 O/o specimens
Y-positive and
80
O/o
specimens
U-positive.
The
comparison of thispopulationwiththecomposite
description of the species gives the following scores :
Y-junction : s = 1 - (10.20 - 0.501 - 0.50) = 1.20
U-junction : s = 1 - (10.80 - 0.501- 0.50) = 1.20
Here the final score (1.20) is arbitrarily set to 1.00
because no similarity score canbe higher than one with

Table 5
Identification score calculated with improved method.
Species
score

H. pseudorobustus

Character
state

Y-junction
U-junction

H. dihystera

Y-junction
U-junction

Intermediate
score

- (11.00 - 0.501 - 0.50) = 1
(1 4- 1) - 1
s = 1 - (10.00 - 0.501 - 0.50) = 1 -2
s = 1 - (11.00 - 1.001 - 0.00) = 1
(1 + 1)
s = 1 - (10.00 - 0.001 - 0.00) = 1 -=
2

s=1

the program NEMAID. It can be calculated that the
type population of H. pseudorobustus has a scoreof 0.20
with H. dihysteru. Finally
one
sample
of H.
pseudorobustus fromGermanyhad
100
specimens
U-positive(Fortuner,Maggenti
& Whittaker,1984).
According to the improved method its scores would be
1.00 with H. pseudorobustus, 0.00 with H. dihysteru.
T h e improvedcomputationmethod
gives amore
accurate score when a sampleis compared to a variable
species. NEMAID has been rewritten for IBM-PC and
IBM-compatiblemicrocomputers.
An updated 'pro:
gram, NEMAID-3, will use this improved method.
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